Outcome of pregnancies complicated by severe ovarian hyperstimulation syndrome (OHSS): a follow-up beyond the second trimester.
The main aim of this study was to assess the obstetric complications for those pregnancies that are complicated by ovarian hyperstimulation syndrome (OHSS) and continue beyond the first trimester. We checked also for other related serious events that occurred during the first trimester. We included only patients whose pregnancies continued beyond the first trimester and compared them with IVF-treated patients displaying moderate ovarian response. We studied 165 patients with OHSS (101 singletons and 64 twins) and 156 IVF control patients (85 singletons and 71 twins). Two serious complications, gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) and pregnancy-induced hypertension (PIH), were noted in both groups. However, the incidence of these two complications did not differ significantly between the groups. In the OHSS group, GDM presented with an incidence of 9.9% for singletons and 9.4% for twins, and 12.9% and 7.0%, respectively, for the control group. PIH presented as 6.9% for singletons and 10.9% for twins in the OHSS group, and 8.2% and 7.0%, respectively, for the control groups. During the first trimester laparoscopies for suspected ovarian torsion were performed in 13 patients, and in 10 patients the diagnosis were confirmed. Although patients with OHSS-complicated pregnancies previously reported a relatively high risk of GDM and PIH, the occurrence rates do not differ from a matched control group of normally responding patients who conceived after IVF.